


ILP’s feature rich CF Flood Series luminaires are the ideal contractor 
solution designed to deliver a cost-effective, energy efficient, 
versatile lighting package for sustained long-term performance. 
Coming standard with unparalleled high-performance features, 
the CF series is the ideal product to replace legacy metal halide 
floodlights resulting in up to 70% in energy savings. With a service 
life of over 10 years and an efficacy up to 143 lumens per watt, 
these floods are the perfect solution for a broad range of outdoor 
lighting applications such as illuminating building facades, signs, 
flags, or other dark areas.

CF LED floodlights IP66 architectural die-cast 
aluminum housing comes equipped with an 
embedded leak-proof electronic photocell with an 
internal override switch extending luminaire life and 
allowing dusk to dawn illumination standard out of 
the box. Every CF LED Floodlight features an internal 
field adjustable lumen output knob providing easy 
site tuning for even row illumination or individual 
fixture dimming to customer site preferences.

CF LED floodlights feature a wide flood 
(7x6) distribution that can be easily field-
swapped with snap-in collimating 5x5, 
4x4, & 3x3 distributions for a tighter 
beam spread. Threaded knuckle, yoke and 
vertical slipfitter options make installation 
easy. 4000K and 5000K color temperature 
options provide flexibility to meet the 
specific needs of each job site.

Unparalleled Standard Features Savings Made Easy



Models CFS-36W CFM-52W CFM-85W

CCTs 4000K, 5000K 4000K, 5000K 4000K, 5000K

Nominal Lumens 3,200 - 4,100lm 6,400 - 6.800lm 10,200 - 12,190lm

Efficacy (LPW) 950 - 118 115 - 121 103 - 143

NEMA Distribution 7x6, 5x5, 4x4 7x6, 5x5, 4x4, 3x3 7x6, 5x5, 4x4

HID Equivalnce 150W 175W 250W

Mounting Options Knuckle, Yoke, Vertical Slip Fitter
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All CF LED floodlights are stocked in all finishes (Black, White, Bronze) in multiple regional warehouses 
throughout the country and Quick ship within 24hrs of order received.  

Always in Stock

White Silver Bronze Black

Fixture Details

Available Colors

SELECTABLE
LUMEN



407-478-3759
WWW.ILP-INC.COM

An ILLUMUS Brand


